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Foreword

London faces no challenge greater than getting more
homes built which makes Urban Design London’s second
Getting Homes Built coursebook an invaluable source
of knowledge from a broad scope of experts. In typical
UDL fashion, it is also extremely practical, focussing on
the mechanics of getting things done and summarising
many of the key points that were covered by more than
800 participants in their recent multi-disciplinary and
multi-agency training programme.
UDL’s work in bringing together key players from housing
associations, local boroughs, the GLA, Transport for
London, MHCLG and a host of other organisations, is
vital and the growing scope and scale of their efforts is
paying dividends across London as we step up efforts to

boost the building of good quality and well-designed new
homes. By bringing people and organisations together,
UDL manages to achieve real insights and sharing
of experience which can only serve to strengthen the
capacity across London’s housing, planning and design
sectors.
The GLA has been a long standing supporter of UDL and,
alongside other key sponsors including Barratt London,
we will continue to support its excellent work as we look
to promote a step change in high quality home building.

David Lunts
Executive Director, Housing & Land
Greater London Authority

Introduction
Getting Homes Built: The Programme
Urban Design London’s second Getting Homes Built
course was featured as part of the 2017-18 training
programme, focussing on the practical skills and
knowledge to get good homes built across the capital.
Consisting of nine sessions, over 812 places were
booked by a wide range of people from Councillors to
housing officers, planners to regeneration specialists.

The events were open to all our members and were
attended by representatives from five housing
associations; Catalyst, Circle, Clarian, Southern and
Notting Hill; the GLA who sent 59 officers to at least
one session and TfL who sent 82. Other organisations
involved included the Environment Agency, MHCLG, the
Metropolitan Police and Sustrans. See the chart below
indicating organisation attendance.

Course delegates who attended all sessions and
contributed an essay to this Getting Homes Built
Coursebook received a Certificate of Commendation
from the GLA in Spring 2018. Delegates attending
the majority of sessions received a Certificate
of Commitment for their continued professional
development and both are listed in Appendix 1.

This Coursebook is set out in two parts. Part One
includes the contributions from both course delegates
and speakers. These are a collection of essays that
relate to thoughts and ideas on how best to get homes
built. Part Two gives information about the events,
the speakers who contributed to each session and
takeaways capturing the key ideas covered.

Over 50 expert speakers and trainers contributed to the
sessions, offering delegates a wealth of information,
ideas and advice to help them ‘get homes built’.
Our thanks to all those who attended, included in
Appendix 2, who gave their considerable experience
and knowledge throughout and to the many industry
experts who came to share their skills and expertise.

Sue Vincent
Head of Learning,
Urban Design London

Boroughs
GLA
TfL
Housing Associations
Private Sector
National Government
Organisations
Community
Organisations
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Part One
			

The Essays

This chapter features a collection of
essays from our delegates and speakers,
offering their take on some of the
complex issues for getting homes built,
such as modern construction methods,
viability and communication tools.
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Viability
Hugh Lacey

Planning guidance continues to evolve at pace with
the latest draft of the draft NPPF, viability and planning
obligations consultations commencing in March 18. The
direction of travel, initiated by the NPPF, is to generally
reduce the level of guidance at a national level about
how decisions at a local level are to be made. Evidently,
this places additional focus on the planning judgement
which needs to be made by decision makers. This
emphasis continues within the draft NPPF with officers
and members being increasingly required to weigh
up the planning balance of applications as they apply
to national guidance, the provisions of the local plan,
relevant consultee comments and local factors. Together
these material planning considerations are weighed
against each other and an appropriate decision reached.1
Implicit in making these balanced judgements is the
need for knowledge and understanding on the part of
the officer or member involved and, as such, individuals
need a solid understanding across a number of different
(and often technical) aspects of planning applications.
Project viability is a critical material consideration as
it guides both the ability of applications to support
mitigating infrastructure, section 106, CIL and affordable
housing contributions. It also has a key ‘supporting’ role
in maintaining a consistent and predictable housing
supply in a council area as sites move through their
delivery stage post consent.
Viability has been firmly in the planning environment
for well over ten years and its relative importance as a
material consideration has evidently moved with market
fluctuations. Inevitably, as the ‘policy burden’ on sites
has increased over time, so the need for viability to
balance the delivery of these contributions against the
markets willingness to support them has remained high.
Even the relatively radical approaches to ‘sharing social
benefit from planning gain’ gathering momentum in some
quarters will require a viability control to balance delivery
against aspiration. The draft NPPF looks to try and
simplify aspects of viability modelling and, to an extent,
6

more narrowly define when it can and should be used.
However, it remains a core part of the balance which must
be struck by decision makers whether this is formulating
the plan or determining individual applications.
Against this context determining officers and
members must make a continual effort to evolve their
understanding of the components of project viability.
This must be on two fronts; firstly, the standardised
approaches increasingly used in planning viability
preparation (i.e. the use of standard threshold land
values, Building Cost Information Service2) and
secondly, the commercial viability situation for
applicants or the expected delivery vehicle. The two
are implicitly linked particularly where commencement
of a consented scheme and consistent delivery to
completion are imperatives for a site. Developers operate
in the market and not on the basis ‘generic viability
assessments’ which include non-market constructs
such as EUV+3 and 100% debt funding4 assumptions on
finance. It would give a false picture of reality to only
understand one side of the viability process whether
this is the ‘commercial’ or ‘generic’ position.
Knowledge of both generic and commercial planning
viability is relatively easy to secure. Council’s officers and
members have access to a pool of independent assessors
who typically act on their behalf on planning applications.
These firms are well placed to provide ‘the basics’ on the
principles of viability modelling and link together the
core bits of national guidance which underpin them.
There is also a wealth of information available online for
review as well as numerous training courses.

Lesson one must therefore be to
learn the basics and understand
them. I would suggest that all
decision making officers should
absolutely know their way around
a project viability model.

They must understand the cost and revenue elements,
what they comprise, their typical evidential sources (and
how these sources are likely to impact on the modelling)
and the mechanics of a viability model. But, as alluded
to above, this must go beyond just considering a
formulaic approach to project viability. It needs also to
include principles around how developers operate in the
commercial market by balancing risk against reward and
the need, ultimately, to secure development projects
from which to make a living.
However, my view is that the level of knowledge needed
to make genuinely informed planning judgements goes
beyond this simple understanding of the principles and
basic inputs. Officers and decision makers need to have
a ‘feel’ for project viability in their area.
It would be inconceivable for a planning officer faced
with a ‘decision’ on development massing or elevational
treatments to a key building proposal to say; “I have no
feel or understanding for what is right in this location
so I will need to defer my decision entirely to an
‘independent party’ ”. This, however, is what is routinely
happening in respect of project and plan viability.

Viability is not a precise exercise;
it is a process of selecting a large
number of inputs and assumptions
considering them against each
other and deriving a considered
outcome.
There will almost always be a number of different
potential conclusions. Often an applicant derives
one position and the Council’s independent assessor
concludes something significantly different. In this
scenario the only real way of finding a way forward is
to deploy understanding and knowledge on the subject
and combine these to provide ‘feel’ for what represents
a balanced solution.

thinking about how inputs change between projects
and how they relate particularly on similar schemes.
As an absolute minimum they should have a good feel
for value and cost differentials between types of units
and how these vary between different parts of their
operational area. This develops understanding about
the value points at which certain types of schemes
tend to produce surpluses (which could fund planning
obligations) and for instance the likely impact of
dropping or adding units within a scheme. Whilst all
schemes are different in terms of their precise viability
models, they often follow typical patterns which when
understood add significantly to understanding and feel
of viability.
This provides an opportunity for decision makers to
make informed judgments which can standalone in the
absence of an independent assessor, but which can
also help guide that critical negotiation stage where
viability positions (of developer and assessor) differ.
So don’t stop at the basics, it’s not enough. Learn to
know project viability as it applies to your area, know
the numbers you are likely to see, know how they fit
together and importantly build an understanding of the
outcomes which they tend to produce. Building these
skills will be invaluable in the decision making process
and making those finely balanced planning judgements
so critical to delivering a successful planning system.

(1) See for instance www.rtpi.org.uk/media/686895/MaterialPlanning-Considerations.pdf for simplified guide.
(2) The Building Cost Information Service, known as BCIS, is a
provider of cost and price information for the UK construction
industry. It is a part of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(3) EUV+ is the Existing Use Value of a given development site plus
an additional percentage uplift to secure the release of the site from
the landowner. The London Plan Viability SPG sets this ‘principle’
out in some detail.
(4) The planning viability assumption is commonly to assume all
debt on the scheme cash flow is funded from a single lender at a
single simple interest rate. In reality development finance is far more
complex and differs between developer types.

To this end officers and decision makers should be
seeking to develop ‘feel’ on viability matters so that they
can make early judgements about the projects being
presented to them at the plan making, pre application
or application stages and make considered judgements
through the planning process to a conclusion.
This additional layer of understanding beyond the
‘viability basics’ develops over time but will not happen
unless effort is made. Officers should be recording key
aspects of presented viability models writing notes,
7

Designing 			
for Children
Dinah Bornat

Good housing design starts with good urban principles.
In our practice ZCD Architects, we start by considering
not the buildings themselves, but the spaces that exist
between them. These in-between shared public spaces
should be designed to support a rich tapestry of life,
negotiating the spectrum of varied social use. Through
a better understanding of how these spaces work, we
have developed post occupancy observational research
that has lead to a new set of guidelines and principles.
We now consider communal and public spaces as
a continuous ‘network’, after this we address the
relationships with the dwellings; the entrances, living
spaces, balconies, bedrooms and so on, fitting the
whole together into a complex arrangement of private,
shared and public spaces.
We have arrived at this way of thinking through
specifically looking at how to design for children
and young people. As well as leading to new policy
and guidelines it also suggests a different style of
participatory practice for both this age group and other
residents and local stakeholders.
Policy
Planning policy for children and young people largely
focuses on play and recreation and links back to the UN
Commission on the Rights of the Child to support these
activities. Recently it has begun to develop in more
detail in response to a number of worrying statistics
such as childhood obesity, lack of community resilience
and declining health and well-being.
Capacity and distance driven criteria are no longer seen
as sufficient to support good quality of life and policy
has now developed to include children’s independent
mobility. This shift can be seen in the draft London
Plan 2017, which includes the following wording under
section S4 Play and informal recreation:

8

‘B 1) increase opportunities for play and informal
recreation and enable children and young people to
be independently mobile’
It then goes into more detail to describe the need for
safe access from the street for play provision, which
should ‘form an integral part of the surrounding
neighbourhood’.
We believe this ought to lead to a rethinking of shared
and public spaces, to give a looser flow of ‘playable’
space. Coupled with that would be a consequent move
away from ‘playgrounds’ and segregated provision for
different age groups.
Consultation on the draft London Plan has now closed.
It is worth noting however, that a small but significant
group of experts have made suggestions to strengthen
policy for children and young people, bringing additional
clauses further forward in the plan under design and
good growth sections.
Research
This change in policy is supported by research from
a number of play experts as well as our own, Housing
Design for Community Life, published in 2016. Our
findings revealed that children are the dominant
users of shared and public spaces in residential
developments, but that there is a wide variation in levels
of play between different schemes. Other research from
Wales, suggests that children report better satisfaction
with their play when they are able to play out and when
there is greater quantity and variety of play space for
them to do so. Satisfaction with play is, not surprisingly,
a quality of life indicator.
Designing for independent, unsupervised play has
many beneficial outcomes beyond those of children; we
have found that developments with greater numbers of
children playing independently tend to be well used by
other age groups as well.

shared spaces we are aiming for. A group of 19 homes
for social rent are arranged around a communal garden.
Each two-bedroom house has a private rear courtyard
with direct access onto this garden. These courtyards
have low walls and fencing, maintaining child level
sight lines, or that of a seated adult. The layout of the
development has other benefits beyond providing for
safe play; the grouping of the houses gives protection
from the noise from the adjacent motorway and the
layout means the communal garden can act as a route
home, strengthening natural surveillance and chance
encounter.
We have now developed our research to help with
designing higher density schemes. For these, we
look closely at access from upper storeys, favouring
clear sight lines, direct access to shared space
and overlooking. We also seek to make simple safe
connections between shared spaces, avoiding high
fences in favour of defensible space, fostering a better
sense of community, setting up the necessary flow and
strengthening the connections between spaces.

Lane End, Buckinghamshire. Image credit: ZCD Architects

This has led us to the coin the
phrase ‘children are the generators
of community life’.
Put simply, if we make it really easy for children to play
outside independently, then we will be adding to their
quality of life as well as that of the rest of the community.
Housing Design for Community Life looked at ten
recently completed schemes across England and
examined the degree to which their layouts support play
and social use. The findings are supported by a series of
four maps, which illustrate the factors that need to be
achieved in the layout:
/ Access to shared external spaces
/ Access from dwellings
/ Networks connected shared external spaces
/ Street layout
Design

In courtyards and mansion block style apartments we
advise:
/ Generous lobbies with visual connections from
street to courtyard
/ Clear sight lines from front doors at upper levels,
whether via deck access or through the core;
essential for the close relationship between the
dwelling and shared space
/ General circulation and access through courtyards
to dwellings

Finally, our research work has lead us to consider
participatory practice by focusing on play and
independent mobility to set shared objectives for
residents and stakeholders as well as to be used as a
design and assessment framework. Children and young
people are experts on play, but like adults, are not experts
on complex urban systems. Understanding how play and
social use contributes to their own and the community’s
health, gives them the opportunity to fully engage with
and potentially co-design their public realm. It can be
used to introduce issues such as empathy, communal
expectation and even manage conflict resolution; all
useful and positive tools for addressing some of the more
difficult aspects of regeneration and new development.

Our scheme for Catalyst Housing in Lane End in
Buckinghamshire is a good example of the type of
9

The Older Women’s Cohousing 		
Journey & its Hurdles
Maria Brenton

The 18 years it took the OWCH (Older Women’s
Cohousing) Community to become the UK’s first and, so
far, only senior cohousing community – ‘New Ground’
in High Barnet – have sparked the interest of the
media, ever since the group moved in, from Christmas
2016. There has been a plethora of articles and films
documenting the group’s journey. These understate
the hurdles encountered and surpassed which are
now consigned to history. OWCH’s journey has itself
changed the climate new groups have to weather.
In a ‘how to’ workshop I ran for interested older women
last year, one woman lamented; “I haven’t got 18 years
left”. My response was to assure her – somewhat
hopefully – that; “You won’t take 18 years; because
we have now done it and shown the way, it has to get
easier”.
OWCH has contributed hugely to upping the brand
recognition of cohousing. Many, many more older
people are aware of it, and politicians are beginning to
come to grips with this particular form of communityled housing.
Why did it take OWCH 18 years? First of all, we must hold
up our hands to admit that we were ourselves relatively
clueless – a fairly low income group, retired public
sector workers mostly, we did not have the knowledge
or skills to mobilise the system ourselves. In this,
we were no different from many would-be cohousing
groups now. All we had was dogged persistence in
pursuing the dream we shared, and skills in communitybuilding . We found the system indifferent, bordering on
hostile, particularly the local authority in Barnet, whose
opposition to a group of older women moving into their
borough added at least two years to our project. Their
middle managers in both housing and adult social care
never listened to us properly and kept telling us they had
enough ‘sheltered housing’ already. Fortunately, it was
an enlightened ASC Director whose support cleared the
planning logjam eventually.
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The lack of a supportive infrastructure for cohousing
initiatives was also a hurdle. In the late 1990’s, I was
trying to translate to the UK a system developed
during two decades before in the Netherlands, where
successive governments were quicker than ours to
recognise the challenges presented by societal ageing.
The Dutch had developed support nodes in most
major cities for would-be senior cohousing groups
– support that was not lavish, often no more than a
part-time council employee or a part-time post funded
in the voluntary sector – but which was underpinned
by government policy and incentives to housing
associations and local authorities. There was also a
functioning adult education system. Today, there are
some 200-300 senior cohousing communities in the
Netherlands, a country many times smaller than ours.
Things are changing slightly here in the UK. The
government has recently announced the community
housing fund to assist the whole range of community-led
Housing and we are hopeful that through it, cohousing
groups will get access to regional information hubs to
advise and support them with professional resources.
The GLA set up one such hub for groups in London at
the beginning of 2018. 1
OWCH’s history is available on its website, (www.OWCH.
org.uk) so I won’t repeat it here. I prefer to summarise
some key obstacles and consider whether they have
changed. The first, for all community-led housing
groups, is not the lack of land but the the lack of available
land. This has not changed. The proportion of the UK’s
landscape that is built on is below 6% and an additional
2.5% is green, urban (parks, golf courses etc). 2
The land shortage is artificially constructed by dominant,
mostly hidden, interests and it has to change if the
current UK housing crisis is to be resolved. Shelter’s
proposals for capturing land value may help with this
eventually. In London, the Mayor’s office has recently
piloted the small sites programme with 10 TfL-owned

Current challenges to local authorities these days
include:
/ Paying attention to the wider determinants of
health and the importance of housing and social
connectedness to health and wellbeing
/ Extending the concept of ‘social value’ beyond
issues of finance and procurement to an
understanding of the value of prevention and the
positive ‘knock-on’ effects of the release of familysized housing if older people are enabled to ‘rightsize’
/ Maintaining an asset-based rather than a
deficit-based approach to older people, enhancing
their self-determination and ‘agency’

Image credit: Maria Brenton

sites to help small builders and increase house building.
Besides the hoarding of land and decades of inadequate
housing policy, other main factors through the 18
years were the lack of a lead by central government
departments, the relative impenetrability of local
authorities and their departmental silos, and the lack
of interest among housing associations – seen by us, a
mixed tenure group, as our key developers.
We approached many housing associations and even
more local authorities – but the self-managed cohousing
community we were proposing did not strike a chord.
They did not understand cohousing, nor did they want
to. Also, if truth be told, a pervasive ageism has left
policymakers’ heads stuck in sand, refusing to see the
import of demographic trends for society or to act upon
them. An epidemic of loneliness has been identified
recently, but even where possible solutions to this, such
as building community, are perceived, government-led
austerity has stymied initiatives that might – in the long
run – save money.

The parity enshrined in a co-production relationship is
the antithesis of dominant housing association culture.
Many housing providers have become top-heavy and topdown over recent years, far removed from the autonomy
and self-determination of the cohousing model.
Who all is said and done, however, Hanover housing
association did climb a steep learning curve to deliver
with and for OWCH and the group itself is settled,
happy and successful, ready to pass on to others what
its members have learned. There are some 12 other
cohousing groups in the pipeline, some near completion,
despite the hurdles that still exist.

(1) www.clhousinghub.london
(2) www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/uk-41901294

Challenges confronting housing associations and
developers include:

/

Co-Production - pooling skills, sharing power and
sustaining equitable partnerships with citizen
groups

/

Maintaining an asset-based rather than a
deficit-based approach to older people
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Collaborative
Procurement
Tim Simon

Building on the ‘Construction Options’ topic featured
in 17/18 Getting Homes Built Programme, this paper
discusses the method, findings, and recommendations
of a 2017 empirical client-side study about the
appropriateness of an existing cooperative procurement
procedures (CPP) framework (the framework) for
UK private-sector housebuilding (the sector). The
framework covered the following aspects: design stage;
tendering; bid evaluation; subcontractor selection;
types of payments; collaborative tools; and performance
evaluation. The underlying purpose of the study was
to provide a catalyst for future research, rather than
to answer a particular question/s with a high level of
certainty. An academic paper is currently being revised
in collaboration with other academics for publication in
a peer-reviewed journal.
Collaborative procurement (or ‘partnering’) in the UK
has been widely researched since the seminal papers by
Latham (1994) and Egan (1998). More recently Farmer
(2016) has published a similarly important paper. All
these publications viewed the construction industry as
stagnating in a state of inertia, exhibiting low levels of
productivity and innovation relative to other sectors, and
thought that partnering might go some way to addressing
such issues.
For the purposes of the study Ericksson’s (2010)
definition of collaborative procurement was adopted
because it is directly relevant to construction and
provides a clear framework that can be easily studied
and critiqued relative to other broader descriptions.
Ericksson (2010, p.905) defines partnering as “…a
cooperative governance form that is based on core and
optional cooperative procurement procedures to such an
extent that cooperation-based coopetition is facilitated”.
Further detail about specific procedures can be found in
the cited article.
As can be observed in the graph below, the productive
output per hour worked in UK construction increased by
12

less

Productivity Index Output per hour worked, Index (1994, p. 100) Image
credit: ONS, 2015 in Farmer, 2016, p.14

than 10% between 1994 and 2015, whereas in
manufacturing it increased by over 50% in the same
period Notably many of the recommendations about
partnering offered by Latham (1994), Egan (1998),
and Farmer (2016) stem from lean manufacturing
philosophies originally developed in the automotive
industry. Importantly, Barker (2006) found no reason to
treat UK house-building differently than for any other
manufacturing process.
Further, the UK’s recent decision to leave the EU is likely
to have significant implications for the construction
sector in relation to productivity. This is because the
decision is likely to reduce the available labour supply,
particularly in London and the southeast of England
where there is an over-representation of EU migrant
labour in the construction workforce. Arguably this
makes the adoption of partnering in construction supplychains to improve productivity increasingly important;
optimistically ‘Brexit’ may stimulate innovation.
Farmer (2016, p.12) points out that house-builders
operate somewhat of a hybrid business model as;
“housebuilders really need to be defined as a client
in that they are commissioning the wider supply
chain to execute work and are the final piece in the
construction value chain prior to onward sale or leasing
to end consumers” (i.e. they are the client and the

main-contractor). The same definition was adopted for
purposes of the subject study.

Consistent with Farmer’s (2016)
comments about a ‘hybrid
business model’, Ball (2010)
describes four different activity
stages that UK house-builders
typically undertake, they are:
project conception and evaluation,
land preparation, building
construction, marketing and sales.
Typically there is no long-term interest retained in the
development. To execute such activities Ball (2010)
cites five distinct organisational structures that have
been adopted in the sector, the most prolific being the
‘Classic UK Private Housebuilder’, which was the focus
of the subject research. From the author’s experience, the
‘Classic UK Private Housebuilder’ is typically arranged
as shown below.

from the development of the land and the management
of finance during the development process. These
principles coupled with the organisational structure, are
reminiscent of the ‘mass production model’, which has
been abandoned in many other industries and is less
conducive to partnering.
Nonetheless, overall it was thought that the sector was
likely to benefit from and be conducive to partnering
for the following reasons: major clients should be able
to accommodate long-term supplier contracts because
of relative financial stability and pipelines of work; the
semi-standardised nature of the product would benefit
from automation; and many clients are main-contractors
thereby simplifying the supply-chain.
Importantly Porwala and Hewageb (2013), Shang and
Low (2014), and Naoum and Egbua (2015) suggest
that partnering has the potential to improve project
automation and communication, including modular
construction and the adoption of Building Information
Modelling (BIM). This is all consistent with historic
lessons from the automotive industry that suggest that
the supply-chain must be optimised for automation to be
effective.

Group/PLC

Regional
Office

Land
Department

Technical
Department

Commercial
Department

Construction
Department
(main
contractor)

Sales
Department

Customer Care
Department

Typical Organisational Structure of a ‘Classic UK Private Housebuilder’

This structure is what could best be described as a
‘functional organisational structure’ where there is a
clear chain of command and each discipline is grouped
separately. In the author’s experience, projects essentially
pass from left to right through these departments with
handover meetings occurring between stages and some
collaboration occurring between departments following
handover. Ball (2010) finds that this production is based
on six interrelated principles, which are: continuous
production; a complex division of labour; simplification
of component tasks; standardisation; repetition; and
effective monitoring and control. To explain the reason
for the production flow, Barlow et al. (2003) suggests
that initial appraisals are predicated on perceived market
demand by segmenting the market into homogenised
groups, allowing little opportunity for customisation.
Moreover, Barlow et al. (2003) also suggests that rather
than focusing on the construction process, the business
model tends to place more emphasis on extracting profits

All in all, the literature about partnering in UK
construction generally agrees that while the sentiment
is typically positive, the uptake has been poor.
Furthermore, the literature also seems to have reached
consensus around the adoption of partnering needing
to be client-led. However, to date, UK-based empirical
studies on partnering have largely focused on maincontractors and subcontractors. Others have more
broadly covered the wider supply-chain, including
clients and consultants. Overall there appeared to be a
lack of up-to-date research concerning partnering in the
sector, particularly from the client’s perspective.
To address this gap, the framework was tested for
appropriateness within the sector via semi-structured
interviews with several professionals at management
level or higher. The interviews found that the framework
was largely appropriate for the sector, however, the
findings were nuanced. It was also observed that, similar
to the wider industry, the sentiment towards partnering
was positive, but the uptake appeared have been slow.
Arguably the most useful finding was a suggestion that
groundworker subcontractors should be integrated in the
design-stage. This was because their expert knowledge
could more readily identify efficiencies in programming
groundworks thereby avoiding wastage in the future.
For example, one participant explained that he had
13

been involved in a project where significant quantities
of excavated material had been taken offsite only to be
brought back onsite for fill, having negative time and
cost consequences. If more quantitative research can
demonstrate that this is where significant improvements
can be made, such results could potentially lead to a pilot
partnering agreement with groundworkers specifically.
While research into design-stage integration with other
subcontractors may also be useful, if house-building
procurement is trending towards the models with
higher levels of customisation by the end-user, as well
increased levels of offsite production, then research
about other trades might quickly become irrelevant.
However, groundworks will never cease to be site
specific, and are unlikely to be influenced significantly
by the end-user. Therefore, further research into designstage integration with groundworkers and its impact
on project performance in the sector specifically was
considered warranted.

The next most interesting
finding coming directly from the
interviews related to performance
evaluation, or more specifically,
the effectiveness of warranties in
ensuring project quality.
The issue expressed by one participant was that
warranty claims were difficult to process and in many
cases did not get paid out. Therefore, if such warranties
are not effective, then self-control may not be an
effective tool in promoting project quality. However, this
might be specific to the sector. Therefore, more research
is required as to whether warranty claims are difficult
to process and what impact (if any) this has on project
quality, and also whether the sector specifically exhibits
any unique challenges in this respect.
Another pertinent point made by multiple participants
related to incentive based payments for suppliers (i.e.
performance dependant) and need for them to be based
on multiple performance metrics, as well as being
contingent on previously agreed and independently
verified baselines. While it is useful to know that
some senior staff in the sector hold this sentiment,
previous research and current procurement practice has
established that this is ‘good practice’. Though, what is
still less known about this procedure/s, and indeed the
framework as a whole, is how far progressed the sector is
in the uptake of partnering.
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Lastly a re-examination of the organisational
structure adopted by some housebuilders may warrant
consideration. For example, Forgues and Koskela (2009)
found that introducing a ‘Project Director’ greatly
improved project oversight and improved integration,
and one participant echoed this to an extent. In the
experience of the author, some housebuilders do not
feature this role. If a wider survey revealed low levels
of integration between the Construction Department
and other Departments, particularly the Commercial
Department, then the introduction of such a role may be
beneficial. This also affects the first recommendation to
the extent that the value leveraged from groundworker
subcontractor knowledge can only occur if the
Construction Department (or Main Contractor) is also
involved in the design stage. Again, the organisational
structure adopted by some ‘Classic Private
Housebuilders’ may limit such integration. However,
a more extensive survey of the sector needs to be
undertaken to determine whether the lack of integration
is actually the case.
Overall, the study concluded that further research should
be conducted in the sector about the following: designstage integration with groundworker subcontractors
and its impact on project performance; the impact
of functional organisational structures on project
performance; and the use of warranties as a tool for
improving project quality. It was also recommended that
a broader survey was conducted to gauge the sectors
current uptake of CPP. It is hoped that such research will
persist with ultimate intention of improving the overall
productivity of the housebuilding sector, arguably one
of the most important factors in ‘getting homes built’.

Build-to-rent:
a solution?
Suzanne Jonker

70%
Proportion of all households

London is in the midst of a big housing crisis. For the
first time in more than a decade, private renters in
London outnumber homeowners, as young people and
families are being priced out of the housing market. The
combination of stagnant salaries and soaring house
prices mean families are stuck renting because they
are unable to afford mortgages. This ongoing trend
is transforming London from a city of homeowners
to a city of renters within a generation according
to PricewaterhouseCoopers’ 2016 report (London
Councils, London First & Turley, 2017). We need to think
seriously about how people’s needs can be met in the
private rented sector (PRS) and more importantly how to
fix the broken housing market.
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“The housing crisis is a major factor in the high
cost of living in the capital, as well as putting
home ownership out of the reach of many young
Londoners who fear they will never get a foot on
the property ladder,” Mayor Sadiq Khan told the
Guardian (Booth R. 2017).
In the face of theses pressing concerns, failure to house
London’s growing population will lead to social problems
and threaten the city’s economic competitiveness
globally. The solution: build more homes to meet demand,
but it is easier said than done.

There are a lot of factors that contribute to the challenge
of increasing housing supply. Land availability, land
banking by major landholders, financial withdrawal from
central government from planning and development
since the 1970s and using housing as financial assets
all contribute to the sluggish housing output. When
restrictions on council borrowing was introduced in
the 80’s, local authorities’ role in housing delivery
diminished and it was predicted that the private sector
would fill this gap. Public Private Partnerships (PPP)
was widely applied in the 90’s as a means to enable more
capital investment in public services such as investment
infrastructure, but unfortunately it did not deliver the
number of houses needed. (The Law Reviews). Councils
in London are keen to build more homes, but they are
held back by strict conditions to borrow. We need a
new way of working with all stakeholders in the housing
industry. Does the solution lie in London’s growing private
rented sector?
With social housing income thresholds and inflated
house prices, more and more people are forced to turn
to private renting as a housing option. Renting is no
longer just for young people, as more and more families,
pensioners, low-income households and professionals
are viewing it as a potential, albeit flawed, housing
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solution. The PRS is mostly owned by small-scale
landlords, often inefficiently managed without secure
tenancy. This leads to inconsistency in service and
management with recognised problems at the lower end
of the market such as sudden and unfounded contract
termination. The growing demand in private rental offers
little incentive for landlords to retain tenants as there is
no shortage of replacements. All of this adds to greater
uncertainty and makes it harder for renters to socially
invest in the local community. Renters in this sector
often need to sacrifice quality over affordability. For
many Londoners the uncertainties associated with the
PRS and the low quality of rental stock is too big of a
risk. This has led to Londoners finding creative ways of
living in the city to escape the housing crisis. Beds in
sheds, houseboats, property guardianship programs,
micro homes and converted mini vans are just a few of
these solutions. The PRS needs reorganisation if it is
to become a viable option to address London’s housing
problem.
In recent years there has been a growing interest in the
build-to-rent (BTR) model to deliver a better-quality
rental product and boost the supply of affordable homes.
The objective is to generate high quality, purpose-built
homes for longer tenancies to those who want it. The
model’s success lies in delivering a rental product that
is professionally managed, provides excellent customer
service and offers high-quality buildings.
The trend for long-term renting is growing and purposebuilt blocks for renting are becoming more attractive to
developers and institutional investors. In London, just
over 10,000 BTR homes have been built in the last couple
of years and just over 27,500 homes have planning
permission. The driving force behind the expansion of
build to rent is that it attracts institutional investment
seeking a long-term income stream which they use to
provide a return for pension funds or a revenue stream for
boroughs (London Councils, London First & Turley, 2017).
BTR does not operate on the same financial model
as conventional for-sale housing where the money a
developer puts into a scheme is tied up for a shorter
period – until the homes are sold – compared to a BTR
scheme, where the money can be tied up for several
years. This incentivises developers to start building
quickly as the model’s return on investment is tied to
rental income (London Councils, London First & Turley,
2017). BTR offers a reliable long-term income stream by
avoiding the downturns of the property sale market.
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The first large BTR scheme in London was East Village
in Stratford which turned the former Olympic athletes’
quarters into 3000 homes by the property firm Delancey
and developers Qatari Diar (Garbett B & D. Swanwick
D, 2017). Half the homes are managed by Get Living
which operates on a tenant-friendly basis with no fee or
security deposit requirements and 3-year tenancies with
tenant-only break options.
In July 2017 Grosvenor Britain & Ireland published a
masterplan for a BTR development in Bermondsey which
would offer homes at a range of discounted market rents
(London Councils, London First & Turley, 2017). There
is a large number of London’s working population who
are not eligible for affordable housing but are unable to
move into home ownership. Offering housing at different
price points is a way to address this pressing problem.
The Bermondsey masterplan also outlines ambitions to
create a socially integrated neighbourhood by providing
sites on a tenant-blind basis, encouraging a range of mix
tenants and promoting placemaking and stewardship.

BTR can accelerate overall
development and boost local
economies by meeting genuine
demand with greater design
quality and security to ensure a
higher quality of living for renters
in London.
What is the government’s view on BTR? Historically
known to favour owner-occupation, does the government
hail BTR as the saviour of the UK housing crisis? The
housing crisis has dominated political debate for
many years, but private renting is increasingly under
discussion. The UK government is realising that BTR
is different from for-sale housing and requires specific
policies to supports its growth (London Councils,
London First & Turley, 2017). The white paper ‘Fixing
Our Broken Housing Market’ states the government’s
commitment to BTR schemes to improve supply, choice,
quality and security in the private rented sector. In
London the Mayor’s Housing & Viability SPG includes a
section on BTR, emphasising its role in helping the city
tackle its housing crisis and increasing supply. Changes
to the planning system and housing policy made by
central and London government are now starting to
reflect the fact that build to rent is different from for-sale
and affordable housing and requires a bespoke set of
policies to support its growth.

Local authorities and housing associations have a
significant role to play in this sector as the developers,
landowners and planning authorities. They are well
placed to enter into joint venture through their land,
property assets and investment power. BTR schemes
further provide boroughs the opportunity to generate
long-term income streams. Greater London Authority’s
support of BTR developments encourages local
boroughs to plan proactively and support longer familyfriendly tenure (London Councils, London First & Turley,
2017). Many local authorities are developing their own
versions of BTR schemes in response to local housing
needs and in pursuit of reliable revenue streams.
“By measuring Build-to-Rent’s growth and the
other benefits it delivers, and what gets in its way,
we want to show to Government the sector can be
an important partner to its ambitions to build more
homes, on this most important of days for housing
policy.” Ian Fletcher, Director of Policy, British
Property Federation (BPF, 2017).
With all its benefits and commitment to improving
tenant security and quality of life, why does BTR make
up such a small percentage of the private rented sector?
Part of the answer lies in what people want. Culturally,
owning a home is still more favourable in the UK, but for
most it is unrealistic in London. Renting is not a choice
freely made and 2 out of 3 private renters would rather
own a home than rent (Generation Rent). This requires
a change in people’s perception of private renting as a
short-term mostly undesirable solution.

BTR can complement existing sources of housing supply,
but because of its financial model it requires a bespoke
approach to several planning and housing issues such
as assessing the financial viability of development,
the type of affordable housing that is provided and the
approach to design standards (London Councils, London
First & Turley, 2017).
The current market failure in the BTR sector could
merit from policy intervention that clearly defines and
promotes the significant benefits of BTR on a national
level. For example, discounted market rent should be
seen as an acceptable form of affordable housing for
BTR where there is a requirement to provide affordable
housing in private rented blocks. Clear guidance for
local authorities on the key factors (car parking, unit mix,
unit size) that can impact on the viability of BTR will also
aid boroughs when assessing potential BTR schemes
(London Councils, London First & Turley, 2017). Looking
at London’s housing delivery providers, the BTR model
could be a viable alternative to delivering genuinely
affordable, secure and desirable housing to Londoners.
Although BTR is a relatively new phenomenon it is an
obvious alternative in light of London’s soaring house
prices and growing rental market. But there is no single
solution to London’s housing crisis. Increasing supply
requires action from multiple stakeholders, encouraging
a diverse range of housebuilders with different business
models building for different parts of the market.

Another key challenge is viability. Most new housing in
the UK is for-sale development by private builders. They
work out the likely income from the final product minus
their costs and required profit; what’s left is what they
can pay for the land. BTR is at a disadvantage because
their gross development value of a rental scheme is
based on yield. The yield-based figure is usually less
than for-sale schemes, meaning BTR developments are
often outbid by for-sale developers (Future of London,
2017). There is a need for a more equal playing field
if BTR developments want to attract institutional
investment. Currently the model is not as profitable for
developers with limited partnerships between boroughs
and the private sector (LSE London Housing, 2017).
Public-private partnerships have advantages for both
parties. A public landowner can take an equity stake
in the partnership in return for providing the site. The
developer gets access to land without having to bid
against for-sale builders and the landowner gets a longterm revenue stream (LSE London Housing, 2017).
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Will self-build housing
involve citizens?
Daniella Ellis

This article will discuss and look at the possibilities of
the citizen as an individual to develop self-build projects
for the provision of local affordable housing needs. In
this way the people involved would directly engage
and benefit from the changes in their locality and the
wider city. It will develop a pride, trust and wealth for the
communities for the years to come.

Citizen 2 studies Interior Design part-time, works in
the film industry part-time and looks after her young
dependants. She would like to build a house for her
family, as her own father and grandfather built their
house where she grew up in Eastern Europe. The overall
family income doesn’t exceed £45,000, and there are no
savings that could become available at this point.

The Citizen

The employment and labour market in the UK suggest
that families with young dependants have less income
reduced opportunity to own a house :

Starting with the individual – who are they, where are
they in society – we will consider three citizens to look
at the opportunities they have to self-build their own
home.

/ The percentage of working mothers has increased
by 11.8% between 1996-2017

Citizen 1 has been living in a rented property since
he graduated and has a job as a freelance builder of
traditional window frames (earns £25,000 a year, rent
£1000pcm). He is interested in building his own livework accommodation. His cousin who is an electrician
designed and built his own house a few years ago in a
town near Munich, Germany, so he was inspired to look
into the possibilities.
UK Freelance Report suggests that the number of
freelancers in growing in the UK as well as their
contribution to the economic growth:
/ 2 million freelancers in the UK
/ 119 billion contribution to UK economy

/ Mothers with their youngest child aged three or
four years old have the lowest employment rate of
all adults
/ As couples have more children the likelihood of
parents working full-time decreases
/ In London, mothers are less likely to be in
employment than women without dependent
children
Citizen 3 is a 75 year-old pensioner who is expected
to live for another 25 years, who rents a 3 bedroom
property. Her family lives locally, but she feels that
with the regeneration of the area, the owner may sell
and she might have to move. Citizen 3 has one of the
finest gardens in the area an family members visit and
stay with her all the time, as she helps look after the
grandchildren.

/ 66% increase in ages 16-29 (between 2008-2016)
/ 60% increase in ages 60+ (between 2008-2016)
/ 59% male and 41% female
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Age UK facts suggests that the number of elderly
people that are dependent of the pension system is
growing every year, and due to long life expectancy we
need to find ways to sustain elderly people with being
dependent on the state pension:

/ 650,000 people turn 65 each year
/ Eleven thousand centenarians living
/ 3.7 million old people live alone

The statistics suggest that with longer lives, we are
going to have more elderly people living in the UK, and
the question is whether they should be considered as
important assets working on self-build, able to offer a
lifetime of skills and knowledge and having time to offer.

/ 1.8 million pensioners live below poverty line
Mexico City: the informal city
/ 73% of single pensioners receive income form state
pension benefits

The housing market
Government reports on the UK housing market show
that owner-occupation is lowest in London.
Self-build requires finances to cover the following
cost: land acquisition, site preparation, construction
of supporting infrastructure/utilities, S106, CIL and
S278, professional fee.
The programme and funding in the UK as currently set,
targets masses that are on higher income rather than
creating an opportunity and assessibility for all social
classes. In Macedonia, legislation was passed to sell
land for as low as £1 per m2 to allow people that would
not otherwise have the opportunity to build their own
house.
Citizen 1 has more time to invest, rather than money
to spend. He has registered on Ecomotive but has not
received any response. He cannot get a mortgage for
more than £100,000; his friends and his family have
offered, but no bank would agree to have joined owners
of the mortgage without being a business or having
some form of constitution. He has put the project on
hold for another five years, hoping that he will be in a
stable job in that time, however in reality his lifestyle is
more likely to become more flexible.
Citizen 2 looked into the self-built projects in Newham
and Lewisham, which match up to what she would like
to do. She has also registered with the Local Authority,
and is looking into the self-build initiatives available to
her. Being involved in self-build would allow her to use
her skills and free time. For her it is most beneficial to
have a house while the kids are young and still living at
home. Once the kids grow up and are leave home, she no
longer will need to have a 3-4 bedroom house.
Citizen 3 feels unable to dream about home ownership
at her age.

Why and where do people build in informal ways? Only
half of the population in Mexico City, including much of
the middle class, can access housing through for formal
ways available to them, for reasons such as insufficient
funding, illegible for a mortgage or legal rental contracts.
Informal settlement therefore makes up 59% of the
housing in Mexico City. This informal approach is a
consequence of the 1910-17 revolution to cheapen the
cost of labour, which reinforced the social acceptance
of everybody’s right to a piece of land, allowing access
to lower income household to land, housing, and urban
services.

The rise of ethical developers and smart architectural
practices
Universities around Europe and America are training
future generations how to work with communities,
as an ethical way to target housing regeneration.
Examples include a course called Democracy Education
Landscape which shows the public land as common
grounds for engagement of people and the city.
UK ethical projects: Land Development Trust self-build
in Lewisham, Brick by Brick partnership with Croydon
Council to develop difficult sites with a returned value
from the created assets; Lordship Hub Co-Op in North
London–community-led organisation providing lessons
on sustainable building; Assemble Studio–Liverpool,
2015, with residents to clean up the neighbourhood and
paint empty houses and establish a local market.

The future of policies

“The right to the city is far more
than the individual liberty to
access urban resources: it is
a right to change ourselves by
changing the city. “ David Harvey
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Partnerships as outcomes & solutions

“To the absolutist in every
craftsman, each imperfection
is a failure; to the practitioner,
obsession with perfection seems
a perception for failure.” Richard
Sennett, The Craftsman
Citizen 1 has the skill set himself, and could spend
his spare time on his own projects as well as helping
towards a joined project with others, in return for
additional shares from their projects. This would allow
him to gain long-term financial stability and set up a
small local business that contributes towards the local
economy of the area.
Banks should allow lending for self-build, through
group or joined investments, which provide a set return
to the groups and individuals involved within a long
term frame over 30+ years. This will help create finance
to alliances which would set up to design and build a
project together, without the necessity to constitute.
Citizen 2 would need to engage in a piecemeal scheme
which is easy to enter and exit through several stages
of investment into the property, where they would get a
return at every stage.
Housing delivery is important for London and self-build
projects could enable more working families in London
to own a home. The densification of the land would be
organised by partnerships between local authorities,
home builders (let’s call them plot builders), ethical
developers, and architects which would allow plots to
be located on various levels and land acquisition will
happen through parcels on upper floors.
Citizen 3 could invest significant skill and time into
community and resident led projects, sharing skills,
getting involved in long-term management and
maintenance. This would provide long-term return in
sustaining the life of this elderly resident.
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Public land and estates owned by the local authorities,
plus industrial estates, hospitals, prison sites and
offices which are also in public ownership should be
released for self-build projects.
The viability of self-build should be assessed on the
value and accessibility for working class/low income
citizens, the role it can play in sustaining the life of
elderly people, and help maintain stewardship and
development of common grounds in the cities and
leading regeneration with people at the heart of getting
houses built.

“Perhaps one did not want
to be loved so much as to be
understood.” George Orwell, 1984

Getting
Homes Built
Eshan Hussain

The planning system may be viewed as a complex web
of technical processes where developments are strongly
influenced by many aspects. This could range from the
unique location of the site, design, development viability
and the impact it may have on the local community. The
pressure to deliver housing across the UK is high and
professionals have deliberated the planning processes
seeking different ways it could secure developments
with minimal resistance.
‘Early Community Engagement’ is considered a
significant tool within the planning process to helping
getting homes built. However why does this matter? This
approach is seen as an active method to breaking down
the trust between developers and the local community –
giving opportunity to interested parties to have their say
as well as to recognise the developer’s ambition for the
site. Itprovides a forum for communities to understand
the planning process, realise the pressure on housing
development and any issues which have not been
identified by the developers. Although the final proposal
may not be considered favourable, it may be accepted as
a fair outcome for all parties.
As a planning officer working within the Local Authority,
it was found those objecting to a scheme may not fully
understand the benefits of the development or are
rightfully concerned as no early community engagement
was made prior to submission. When consultation letters
are received from Local Authorities regarding a proposed
scheme, this may either be negatively received prompting
local residents to be feared and somewhat reactive to
an unknown proposal or possibly well received where
some prior engagement with the community were made
by developer thus obtaining the support needed. The
opportunities can be recognised from Early Community
Engagement, however there are many obstacles and
challenges faced that emerge from this process, which
affect the outcome of any form of public engagement.
Therefore this leaves no surprise why a tool such as this
is commonly overlooked by developers or even missed.

Early community engagement is considered time
consuming, requires a lot of resources and high cost for
the applicant. It could be handled in a way where it adds
no value to the planning process resulting in minimum
consultation rather than meaningful consultation.

No matter how large or small the
scheme, to minimise opposition
to a proposed development,
developers should actively keep
the public informed and have them
involved from the outset.
This would enable the community to help shape a
scheme reducing risk and potential delays following
planning submission. It was demonstrated in the Levitt
Berstein presentation on ‘Meaningful Engagement’ how
working with communities and their involvement from
the start were successful in delivering projects. However
key hurdles were found during the process and identified
it was time consuming, the turnout and interest on
the scheme was low and there had been difficulties to
interpret and explain architectural drawings to ordinary
citizens. Consequently this requires a lot of commitment
by a developer and the community to achieve
constructive results where the prospect for development
may continue to remain uncertain and low.
It is clear there is a pattern regarding the challenges faced
which is typically identified within early community
engagement. This revolves around the following: the
amount of time spent, lack involvement/input and the
planning ‘language’ barrier. Investing in Early Community
Engagement, a developer would need to estimate the
amount of time spent. In this instance it is important to
identify the development’s key target groups and manage
the amount of time spent participating in workshops/
activities. A ‘community’ is a broad term and is identified
as a group of people who may share a common place or
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a common identity. Proposed developments may elicit
a number of interests within a community, which could
range between the impact it has on the neighbourhood,
its necessity, the design or historical importance in the
area. Professionals working within the built environment
may fail to understand that many people have very little
interest in planning topics. Spending little time per
individual would limit you getting into detail about the
ambitions of the development however on the other
hand if you spend too long you may be limited with those
participating to only those who are most interested
however motivated by negative views of the project. It is
therefore essential for developers to recognise specific
groups of a society needed to engage and set clear
objectives for community engagement.
Planning briefs and objectives are usually set up by
developers introducing their proposal when conducting
community engagement. Effectively the planning
project is peddled through with ideas to the community
or pitched. Unfortunately, the public may not care about
the agenda the developers are striving to meet. If there
are unnecessary focus on developers priorities this can
either enrage people or simply put them off from any
further involvement in participating leading to very little
support. The interaction between developers and the
public is significant from the outset particular within the
first meeting or early group activities. The communication
should be used in ways to invite those participating
to create a sense of belonging, identify the issues and
design them out through collaboration. This would
allow the public to shape the content of the developer’s
objectives. It is essential for developers to ensure their
ambition is connected to community priorities and the
long term vision of their neighbourhood.
Within any professional sector, the more you learn about
a specific topic, it is easy to forget how difficult it is for
a novice to understand. Planning terminology or the
language used by planners on a day to day basis may
simply complicate and make the discussions dreary
for communities. As such this can create communities
to become dispassionate and result with less people
willing to collaborate with developers or the community
feeling they are challenged in ways that their input
may not be credible. To use simple language when
producing briefings and documents which are intended
for non-professionals should be publicly accessible. As
previously discussed identifying key target groups could
assist this to produce translated documents into other
languages. This would be necessary to fully engage
specific linguistic communities. Translation would work
well in early phases of community engagement which
would assist developers to assess and understand the
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priorities and issue where the community may feel
comfortable to talk about what’s important to them or
what concerns them about their area or the proposal.
To secure new housing across the UK, it is pivotal that
the local community are engaged from the outset and
should remain involved though out the implementation
of the proposal.

Early engagement will ensure that
the local people are part of the
final development plan and this
inclusive democratic approach
would enable developments gain
substantial support from local
residents.
As previously indicated, time is a significant constraint,
input is low or communication may be often be obscured.
Therefore developers would need to seek ways to
proactively overcome these hurdles and connect with
the people with meaningful engagement. It is considered
crucial in this era with access to the internet, social media,
online platforms or forums and phone applications, these
should be promoted as valuable engagement tools in the
planning system. This would enable local residents to
easily access and share information, submit comments,
be notified on upcoming workshops and collaborate
regularly allowing for changes that may have been
resisted originally. This would ultimately create a sense
of ownership of the project by residents and maintain a
sense of belonging within their neighbourhood.

Options for Barriers
to House Building
Reena Owen

The rate of construction of new housing in the UK
continues to be a real concern. The UK construction
industry remains a strong advocate of traditional build,
with the majority of our homes predominantly built using
brick and cavity wall construction.

/ Pure Economics: High customer demand but a
shortfall in site supply
/ Workforce: Shortage of skilled labour and materials
/

But during a time where the cost of brick is on the rise,
and the construction industry faces a severe skills
shortage, should we be easing the pressure on an already
strained workforce and start exploring new methods
of building our future homes, using cheaper materials
to generate greater output? Is it time to learn from the
past, and move forward by adopting a modern approach,
as done by our international counterparts?
These were just some of the thought-provoking questions
explored at this year’s Getting Homes Built session, where
delegates heard presentations on the key challenges
facing those tasked with delivering affordable homes in
London, the advantages and disadvantages of modular
construction and reviewed case studies of housing
associations who have embraced the modular approach
and have showcased where this has worked well.
As an industry we are continuously under pressure to
build more homes, without compromising on design or
quality, yet keeping costs low. Affordability is no longer
a branded term used for those on low incomes, but now
encapsulates those on moderate incomes yet cannot
afford to buy a home in today’s market. With housing
reaching a crucial boiling point and continuously being
pushed further up the political agenda, it’s no wonder
that all eyes are on the housing construction industry to
deliver results. And fast!
Key Challenges
The key challenges in today’s housing market can be
summarised into four categories:

Quality: Achieving high quality and energy
performance

/ Speed: Delivering homes within tight timeframes,
without compromising on design or cost.

Identifying land opportunities and securing these for
residential development continues to be the greatest
task facing the sector. It is a myth to believe that land
in London is scarce – we do indeed have the land, but
are we using it in the right way? Developers continue to
land bank, and claim cost of building is the reason they
can’t develop quicker. Our construction workforce is
on the decline, with statistics showing we are 120,000
short already. We have yet to see how Brexit will impact
on this figure. The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, aims
to tackle this issue through his Construction and Skills
programme, but there is still some way to go to secure
the workforce required to deliver the number of homes
so desperately needed. Housing associations are
continuously being pushed to speed up their housing
delivery year-on-year, whilst ensuring design and quality
of the build remains uncompromised. Yet, this type of
fast-paced construction can often lend itself to delays
further down the development process, thereby losing
customer confidence in the overall build and creating
potential reputational risk for the housing association.
With the ambitious targets to start build on c.100,000
homes over the next 3 years, and current methods
of construction proving timely and costly, the focus
in recent years has shifted towards adopting a more
innovative approach to build. Modern methods of
construction (MMC) is moving fast into the spotlight.
Ellie Clayton-Smith of BPS Chartered Surveyors
explored the strengths and weaknesses of prefabricated
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homes using Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) and modular
homes in the presentation Getting Homes Built session.
It is worth mentioning here that alternative forms
of construction is not a truly novel concept in UK
construction history. The pressures we face today
largely echo past challenges which faced our country
during the post-war era, with 200,000 homes desperately
needed to re-house families affected by the aftermath of
the war. The UK Government set up the EFM programme
(Emergency Factory Made) to deliver ‘new technology’
prefabricated homes. Similarly, in Scotland, timber
frame construction accounts for most of its residential
new build and therefore not truly considered a ‘modern’
method of build.
A key attraction for the use of MMC is the perceived
ability to build more quickly. The ability to achieve a faster
build programme is undeniably a huge motivating factor
for housing associations. In addition, the cost benefits
such as reduced preliminary costs, improved cash
flow, faster sales revenues and improved profitability
rank highly on the reasons for opting for MMC and
another motivating factor for delivery partners. With
less exposure to the elements, homes can be delivered
on time, offering better opportunities for improving on
quality. Other advantages include improved health and
safety of workers, improved site efficiency, reduced site
waste, and reduced congestion caused by transporting
materials to the site.
Yet for all its perceived advantages, the UK construction
industry remains highly cautious in fully embracing
the wider use of off-site prefabrication. The high
hopes invested in MMC, as a means of delivering
transformational change to the house-building industry,
have not been realised on the scale anticipated.
One of the main disadvantages is the limited factory
space available in and around the capital to be able to
meet the current demands. Concerns over size, quality
and capacity of suppliers and their ability to sustain high
volume output dampens hopes of MMC taking a real step
forward in the industry. Whilst not a new concept to the
UK, experience in this field remains limited. Adopting
any new method of construction requires re-skilling
workforce and more upfront thinking on design and
final finish of the homes. This often leaves little room
for flexibility or last-minute changes once homes are on
site. Other factors include sites not being sufficiently
prepared to put up the prefab panels, and delays in
service connections. This lack of experience and
expertise often means large investors are less willing to
take the risk. Finally, unlike traditional build which has
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benefitted from an established reputation of providing
durability, sustainability and longevity, less can be
said for prefabricated homes which have always been
associated with temporary housing and often perceived
to be of poorer quality. Clearly, raising awareness and a
change of mindset is required, if this is to take off as a
real alternative to construction.
Despite the industry’s over-cautious approach in
committing to modern methods, there are a few housing
associations who are embracing MMC in various guises,
using a variety of innovative approaches, the most
common being the use of components, with CLT as the
next most common. There remains some way to go with
Pod/Volumetric modular homes, but this may also be
due to factory capacity and output.
Housing associations such as Swan Housing have
invested in their own factory to produce the CLT
modular homes at the Beechwood Village scheme, with
anticipated delivery of 100 homes per year. The GLA
also continues to promote innovation in construction
as seen through its Affordable Housing Innovation Fund
and Custom Build initiatives. 1
To conclude, it is apparent that any significant increase
in the rate of construction of new homes simply
through traditional methods will undoubtedly impose
considerable strain on an industry which is already
struggling to recruit sufficiently skilled labour. With an
ongoing need for rapid output, it is perhaps time for the
UK to draw on experiences of other industries, such as
manufacturing, with a view to improving both quality
and efficiency in our future homes. Developing rigorous
quality standards and promoting certification schemes
could be a way of addressing current public perceptions
of MMC. We could also benefit from learning from other
international successes as seen in Japan, northern
Europe and North America, where alternative and
innovative construction options are readily embraced as
the ‘norm’ rather than the exception.

Dalston Lane
Photography: Daniel Shearing
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Modern Methods of Construction:
learning from the past
Maria Hanrahan

In response to the current housing crisis, the London
Mayor has set out his target of building 65,000 homes
in London a year, in the form of high-density, high-rise
housing incorporating more affordable homes as part
of the London Plan. The scale of these ambitions is
comparable in many ways to the response to the housing
crises of the inter and post war years in the UK. After the
second world war, there was a drive for innovative and
creative solutions to solve a housing shortage created by
veterans returning from war, a decline in construction,
large numbers of homes destroyed by bombing and
a baby boom. Likewise, the industry is now exploring
modern construction technologies that it is hoped will
drive efficiency, speed of construction, sustainability
and quality as we seek out solutions for housing our
rapidly increasing populations in cities and helping to
alleviate our ever-increasing levels of homelessness.
It is imperative that as an industry we look to the
future and find innovative solutions to our presentday challenges. Yet, according to the NHBC primary
research paper, ‘Modern methods of construction –
Views from the industry’ we still see a lack of enthusiasm
for the more radical manifestations of Modern Methods
of Construction (MMC) and a continued use of more
traditional masonry cavity wall construction in lowrise residential new-build. As we have seen from the
‘Construction Options’ session presentations, the
insurance industry has its reservations about MMC and
the associated risks. Some perceived risks may be well
founded and others may be based on misconceptions. I
believe that it is important to remember that risk can be
both positive and negative and that above all, it can be
managed. However, in order to do this, we must identify
and address the risks and challenges head on and seek
out ways of overcoming them.
It is perhaps understandable that many of us have
misgivings about MMC. After the WWII governments
and local authorities looked to new system building
technologies to rapidly construct both permanent and
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temporary homes. With the focus being on quantity
above quality, poorly thought through design and poor
site practices led to a vast number of defects in much
of the non-traditionally built homes and many of them
have not survived. Conversely, the UK has some of the
oldest housing stock in Europe, and whilst traditionally
built homes bring their own set of challenges in terms of
energy efficiency and ongoing maintenance, they have
stood the test of time.

As we meet the challenges of the
present day, we have the benefit of
hindsight, lessons learned and a
much wider range of technologies
and solutions at our disposal if we
put all of these to good use.
Arguably, one of the appealing aspects of traditionally
built homes is that intrinsic in their design and
construction is an understanding that all buildings
will become defective over time and that materials and
elements such as mortar pointing, slates, tiles, flashings
and rainwater goods that protect the structure from the
elements and retain its performance are designed to be
sacrificial. Such sacrificial materials are usually located
on the exterior of the building where they can be
accessed and replaced with relative ease as and when
they reach the end of their life. The same cannot always
be said of contemporary construction.
Tom Woolley’s presentation at the ‘Construction Options
‘session illustrated this in terms of our dependency
of airtightness tape in achieving current energy
performance standards. He referred to a low energy
research project where a small house reportedly used
6 kilometres of airtightness tape in order to achieve
passivhaus standards and he questioned the longevity
of the airtightness tape. I believe we must question the
longevity of any sacrificial materials located behind

finishes, services, within structures or anywhere where
they are not easy or practical to access for future
maintenance and look for alternative solutions where
necessary and/or possible.
Another principle well understood by the architects
of traditionally built stock was that attention to detail
was required in ensuring that adequate provisions
were made for rainwater runoff. The Victorians were
particularly diligent in their attention to the detailing of
rainwater goods and drip details. This principle is more
important than ever as we incorporate more timber in
our buildings due to its vulnerability to defects caused
by dampness. Our predecessors also accepted that a
degree of water penetration was inevitable and used
breathable, porous materials that enabled structures to
absorb and release moisture. Many natural insulating
materials are also able to absorb and release moisture
and retain their thermal performance when wet.
Tom Woolley raised various concerns about the way in
which modern building involves the extensive use of
petrochemical-based, hazardous materials which can be
bad for our health and the environment and he advocated
the use of natural building products and insulation.
Unfortunately, perhaps due to the smaller scale on which
natural insulating materials are produced, many may be
prohibitively expensive for wide-scale use, so solutions
that use natural materials that can be integrated with
modern construction techniques in a high density context
may well be worthy of further research as well as subsidy
or other incentives; especially given the increased public
awareness of the detrimental effect on the environment of
our dependency on plastics and other harmful materials
and substances, as well as a general appetite for living
more in harmony with the natural environment on which
our future generations depend.
It is clear from the NHBC research that one of the
potential advantages of MMC is that offsite construction
can take place in a controlled environment and that
greater quality can be achieved. One of the aspirations
of champions of MMC is that it will help address industry
skills shortages in that less skills will be required in
the onsite construction process. However, one of the
concerns raised by the NHBC findings was a lack of skills
in the onsite assembly of volumetric units. It is perhaps
ironic that post war system building endeavoured to
overcome skills shortages, yet one of its pitfalls was
still a lack of skills at supervisory and operative level,
which contributed to widespread building failure. It is
clear that the construction industry will always be in
need of skilled people involved in all aspects of the
construction process and that investment in people will
always be a worthy investment.

Not all of the participants in the NHBC research were
convinced that offsite manufacture was able to provide
better quality than onsite construction, particularly with
regard to pods. There were also some concerns about the
supply chain as many offsite construction contractors
tend to be smaller companies that come in and out of
business and there was a perception that they do not
always appreciate the nature of housebuilding. Mark
Williams’ presentation at the Construction Options
session explained how Swan Housing have invested £3
million in their own factory producing Cross Laminated
Timber (CLT) modular homes. He explained that this
is a ‘vertically integrated’ approach that enables them
to have control of the whole process from acquisition,
through construction and into management/sale.
Approaches such as these have the potential to mitigate
risks around offsite quality control as well as supply
chain management, as the housebuilder will have
complete control over the construction process from
start to finish.
Such approaches could be expanded still further in
helping to achieve greater collaboration from all of
those involved in the construction process and the
ongoing maintenance of homes. Technologies such as
Building Information Modelling (BIM) could also be
used to encourage and facilitate cross-disciplinary,
whole building lifecycle approaches, for example, where
those involved in the construction and the ongoing
management and maintenance of buildings could feed
into the design process.
It is always necessary for us to progress as an industry
and to embrace new approaches and technologies,
but it is also important that as a result of the need to
build quickly, we do not repeat the mistakes of the past.
We should view the challenge of solving the housing
crisis in the context of a long-term aspiration to build a
higher wage, higher skilled economy with better homes
and lives for everyone; as the work of today will be our
legacy in the future.

Wiscombe Street, Neave Brown
Image credit: Jo Mc Caffery
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A Picture
Paints...
Jack
Ricketts

... a thousand words , so they say, but what about a fully
rendered and verified three dimensional model, in its
geo-temporal context, which is easily interrogated by
all?
LBSouthwark have now begun requesting that potential
developers provide them with a 3D model of their
proposals, for just this reason. At the pre-app. stage only
a basic massing model is require (GLA recommended
Accurate Visual Representation Level 0), but over
the lifetime of the application it will be refined and
developed, up to and beyond AVR Level 3 standard.
There are three main beneficiaries to this, the local
planning authority, developers and, probably more
important than both of these, the third element of the
development trifecta – the public. As professional
planners development management (DM) case officers
can visualise two dimensional plans, make sense of
daylight and sunlight reports, assess the impact of
increased local population and everything else that
comes with an application. Most members of the public,
however, aren’t able to do this and for this reason, a
robust public consultation is, quite rightly, a necessarily
part of all large scale planning applications. It is here
that a three dimensional model proves its worth.
Following on from the ‘Building Relationships’ Getting
Homes Built seminar, all the way back in September, I
thought I would share with you the why and the how of
adopting 3D modelling practices, from a consultation
perspective.
Often, the first time residents and business owners
are made aware of a local development is when a letter
comes through their door, or they see a site notice. They
will naturally have concerns and if they can’t accurately
interpret 2D plans, or don’t trust elevation drawings or
static Computer Generated Image (CGI) images, then
they will invariably imagine the worst case scenario.
By their nature, developer’s graphics are an idealised
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representation of an, as yet unbuilt, building, from the
most flattering of hand picked angles and always at the
height of summer, with no traffic.
Being presented with what seems like a fait acompli
tends to foster cynicism and mistrust, which is very
hard to win back and reflects badly on the authority as
a whole. Whilst we are not looking to make everyone like
us, what we are seeking to achieve with 3D modelling is
greater professionalism and the retention of public trust.
The neighbour to previously open land, a single storey
building, or a small row of terraced houses, is never going
to be thrilled by a new office, however policy compliant it
may be. That is just reality.

Irrespective of whether they like
the development it or not, if they
can be sure that what they are
being presented with is a truthful
representation, then we will keep
their trust.
The public can be reassured that as the core model of
London is accurate to several millimetres, so too will
any insertion (all models and views are, by definition,
verified views). Added comfort can be taken from the
height plane. This is primarily for DM case officers to be
used in conjunction with viewing corridors, but can
lso be used to verify the height of existing buildings,
such as The Shard, St Paul’s, the BT Tower, or even their
own home and then, by extension, be assured that the
proposed model is accurate. This, together with the
existing street frontages, will allow the public to have
confidence in what they are seeing.
LB Southwark have already had the first public
consultation event which used a digital display table.
This allowed a proposed office block to be seen in context
and its relationship with the existing neighbourhood.
Members of the public were able to over fly the site

and view the development from any height, distance
and angle. They could view it whilst walking along at
street level and from their gardens, and at any point
they could switch between the existing and proposed
view. They were able to place a camera on the windows
of neighbouring buildings, in order to replicate their
outlook – what they would see and more importantly
what they would no longer see. They were also able to
view the sun’s path and resulting shadows over a 24
hour period and the course of a year, enabling them to
see if their property was affected.
Whilst this did not satisfy all concerns and put everyone
at ease with the proposals, it did allow them to visualise
the prosed building in context, as and where they chose
to, thus giving the public the control over what they
looked at, rather than being shown pre-determined
window.
Over the course of an application the model can be
further refined to show any changes made in response to
consultation and the results of these changes. This will
help demonstrate that people’s views are being considered
and where implemented have had a genuine impact on the
proposal. For example, being told that a particular corner
has been stepped back, in response to one’s concerns,
can only be fully appreciated if one is able to stand in one’s
house, or garden, and move the sun around the building.
Materials can also be added and changed, giving a better
impression of a future building’s texture and its place in
the street scene. None of which can really be judged from
plans and drawings and rely on an element of faith.
Another benefit, soon to be delivered, is the addition
of transport modelling. Of major concern to existing
residents is the increased stress on the local network
that a new development can bring. With a virtual model
of a local area, traffic flows and pedestrian movements
can be combined with all of the features mentioned
above to give a realistic picture of what an area will look
like, post occupation. Working with TfL and other third
parties, existing flows can be modelled, but so too can
any resulting increase. Based on the submitted transport
assessment, a development’s impact on parking can also
be shown. All of this will allow people to scroll through a
24 hour period and judge for themselves the peaks and
troughs of traffic movements.
An important point to note is that a by-product of this
modelling is an ever increasing data base of information.
This evidence base will be used to further refine
predictions and build up the cumulative impact of other
proposed developments in an area. This, together with
the standard documentation, will be made available on
the authorities planning register in the usual way.

Currently, it is not possible to view the whole of
London on all home computers and mobile devices
– they just aren’t powerful enough at the moment.
However, proposals which have been submitted with a
model, will have a five minute video clip embed in the
planning register. This video will be regularly updated
throughout the application and will demonstrate all of
the main verified views, a fly over, traffic and sunlight
implications and anything else that is relevant. It just
doesn’t have the interrogation functionality, yet.
Another associated innovation which can be utilised,
is that of virtual and augmented reality. Heavily based
on gaming technology, members of the public can use a
headset to ‘step into’ the model and view a proposal in
the first person.

They can walk along at street
level, past a proposal, and they
can even stand in their garden or
at their window to view it, at any
time of day or year.
The next stage will be to add this as an ‘app’, so that
anyone with a suitable mobile device will be able to view
a proposal entirely on their own, without it being part
of an organised event with planners or developers. A
3D model will therefore act as a tool which enhances
the consultation process, by better communicating
proposals, rather than replacing traditional methods.
After all, all relationships are built on communication
and trust.

LB Southwark, Blackfriars Bridge,Image credit: Jack Ricketts
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Part Two
			 The Takeaways
The following chapter outlines the
details of the Getting Homes Built
events this year, including the expert
speakers who presented and when the
event took place. We also take notes at
each event and produce a series of key
points to distribution to our members,
called our Takeaways.
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Blackfriars Circus
Photography: UDL
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Housing Types &
Their Design
18/05/17

1/ Considering house types and their design will help provide wider benefits and aid
community interaction. Different house types can contribute to pedestrian friendly,
active streets, provide a safe environment and make a welcoming threshold as well as
offering a range of homes for all ages and family compositions.

Speakers
Jane Briginshaw, Jane
Briginsham Associates
Alex Ely, Mae Architects

2/ Combining on one site a range of housing typologies; such as a mansion block,
villas or terraces, opens up opportunities with a diverse housing offer. They provide
for a diverse market and range of prices, attract a wideuser group and invariably
contribute to the diversity of character across the neighbourhood and individual
context. Each housing type also puts different demands on the ways streets are laid
out and create spaces with a specific character.
3/ Early involvement from end users can reduce risk. Housing Associations can
practically influence the technical design aspects and improve the use and flow of
internal space if they are involved early in the process. This will aid management and
lower service charges post occupation.

4/ Significant design elements – such as combined heat and power plants – are not
always well understood and should be approached with a level of caution. Although
energy saving objectives can be met with emerging technology, front line experience
is showing that lack of expertise can lead to confused installation and management
and ultimately to disappointing results.

5/ It is important to think about the individuals using the home on equal terms as the
communal spaces people share. Considering how families use and adapt their home
over time is vital in providing the practical spaces needed as families grow or get
smaller; these include places to drop wet coats or muddy boots, and places for kids
and adults to spend time together and apart.
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Sally Corbin, Thames
Valley Housing
Claire Warnock,
Matthew Lloyds
Architects
Jo McCafferty, Levitt
Bernstein

Understanding
Viability
Day 1: 25/05/17
Day 2: 25/01/18

1/ For London to remain an attractive and competitive city we need affordable homes.
To support London’s economy and the workforce needed to run it, homes are needed
close to where work is available. If we want to attract and retain the talent London
needs it is important we tackle the rising housing costs.

Speakers: Day 1
Edward Green, Savills
John Wacher, GLA
Hugh Lacey, Pioneer
Property Services Ltd

2/ The draft Housing and Viability SPG aims to make the process of viability testing
faster and simpler. It has introduced two routes for new developments based on a
threshold of 35% provision of affordable housing. Only if a development meets, or
beats, the threshold will it be exempt from viability testing.
3/ Use the resources available to you and become more involved in the process.
Assessors are at your disposal to explain the viability assessment so use them and
gain a perspective on what is likely to be achievable in your area. By getting more
involved in the process you will improve your understanding and have a stronger
position in negotiations.

Valerie Conway, David
Lock Associates
Speakers: Day 2
Charles Solomon,
Viability, GLA
Valerie Conway, David
Lock Associates

4/ Remember that you are negotiating a deal. Understand the different risks developers
are subject to such as policy changes and financial uncertainties. By acknowledging
these you can better comprehend the numbers they propose and be knowledgeable
in your counter arguments.
5/ You do not have to say yes. There is a massive housing pressure in London; however
this does not mean that all residential plans should go through. The majority of the
demand is for more affordable housing so if a development offers very little it may be
better to stand your ground and refuse it.
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Home
Comforts
19/06/17

1/ Too often, complex technical and mechanical solutions are provided that cannot
easily be understood by users. There is an energy literacy gap with an inaccurate
perception that air-tight energy efficient homes provide a good environment.
However, manual solutions, quality of build and provision of a well-ventilated space
are long-lasting and can address the lack of standards for indoor air quality.
2/ A joined up approach with health professionals is needed to address our ‘Well-being
Standard’. We must provide therapeutic environments for communities; ensuring
green-space and opportunities for physical (and mental) fitness are provided for
in our homes and neighbourhoods. These are imperative for the well-being of our
nation.
3/ Privacy and overlooking can be dealt with by thoughtful design not arbitrary
distances. Guidance and policy across London suggests that building distances
should be between 18-35m. However, successful places can have much lower
distances between buildings if set within an appropriate context. Things to consider
include the nearby land uses and character of place.

4/ Our experience and enjoyment of noise differs across age, place, time, culture and
life-styles. By providing an enhanced level of Part E regulations and specifying extra
insulation and additional measures of noise mitigation, boroughs can support the
World Health Organisations’ directive for Well-being and Mental Health and help to
deliver quality homes for Londoners’ from all walks of life.

5/ Overheating is a public health disaster waiting to happen. With a perfect storm
of interacting factors; densification, changing climates and high levels of thermal
insulation, we must provide ventilation, cooling and shading strategies to mitigate
the negative consequences of overheating. These are best achieved by working with
users and requiring enhanced regulations and standards.
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Speakers
Lynne Sullivan
OBE, Robert Gordon
University / Good
Homes Alliance
Phil Hamilton, Peter
Barber Architects
Somayya Yaqub, LB
Hammersmith & Fulham
/ RB Kensington &
Chelsea
Maddalena Liverani, GIA
UK
Anna Mavrogianni, UCL

Working with
Communities
29/06/17

1/ Find new ways to engage communities in conversations about design. Site visits
and community events can be effective tools to get communities to participate. The
more accessible and enjoyable the tools used are the more likely it is to attract a
representative and diverse group of stakeholders.

Speakers

2/ Public policy and funding structures must be user-friendly if they are to support
community-led projects. Community groups around the UK have been responsible
for finding design solutions to local issues. Ensuring they are able to easily navigate
planning policy and funding streams means that they can work with you to tackle
local challenges which in turn could lead to wider societal benefits.

Kareem Dayes, Rural
Urban Synthesis
Society

3/ We need to remember how important open spaces are and design these places
thoughtfully with people, of all ages, in mind. Having water and play equipment,
places to sit, well-maintained greenery and good lighting make places feel safe for
all users and the space is therefore more likely to be occupied by different age groups
throughout the day.

Jane Briginshaw, Jane
Briginshaw Associates
Maria Brenton, Older
Women’s Co-Housing

Dinah Bornat, ZCD
Architects
Hilary Satchwell,
Tibbalds
Vinita Dhume, Levitt
Bernstein
Marianne Danielewicz,
GLA

4/ Built environment professionals should find new ways to measure the impact of
working with communities. By developing a method of evaluating engagement
processes we can improve our understanding of the value it brings to both planners
and communities, and ultimately understand how to work with communities better.
5/ Remain open and transparent throughout the engagement process. Be clear and
honest about what can be negotiated so that the community understands what
they can influence and how they can be part of the process and don’t forget to
communicate what has changed due to their participation so that they are aware of
their value and impact.
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Building
Relationships
05/09/17

1/ Using open and accessible language is crucial to building good relationships. The
consultative process can be more inclusive and valuable if you communicate clearly
and sincerely and avoid using industry jargon.

Speakers

2/ Make sure your development process allows for engagement at all planning stages.
Consultation should be integrated into project planning to ensure trusting and
engaged relationships can be developed with stakeholders.

Maria Brenton, Older
Women’s Co Housing

3/ Set out your objectives for social infrastructure at the start of your project. By
defining your goals for public value from the beginning, they will become embedded
in the development brief, and future developers and stakeholders will have a clearer
view of what to expect when considering investing in a site.

Colin Wilson, LB
Southwark

4/ The planning process should be supportive of community-led or alternative projects.
Stakeholder-led projects are offering useful solutions to London’s various housing
and community needs. We should therefore ensure there is a planning structure in
place that is adaptable and inclusive to a diverse range of project types.
5/ The value of stakeholder engagement does not end with building completion.
Continuing relationships with key stakeholders is an important way of identifying
what works and what doesn’t, and can be a useful tool for informing future projects.
6/ Using a mix of communication tools and mediums is essential. To reach a large
and diverse portion of a community you need to be using different modes of
communication including social media, events and digital prompts alongside the
more traditional methods.
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Michael Ball,Waterloo
Community
Development Group

Calum Green, London
Community Land Trust

Nathan Smith, Barratt
London
Paul Dimoldenberg,
Quatro Public
Communications
Richard Shirley,
Transport for London
Dinah Bornat, ZCD
Architects
Mike Saunders,
Common Place
Mark Lemanski,
University of East
London / muf
architecture
Cllr Julianne Marriott,
LB Newham

Affordable
Housing
05/10/17

1/ The Mayor released a new Affordable Housing and Viability Supplement Planning
Guidance (SPG) in August. It discusses the Threshold Approach to Viability
Assessment, Detailed Guidance on Viability Assessment and a specific approach to
Build-to-Rent schemes.
2/ Regenerating a neighbourhood must be about more than achieving housing
numbers. London is going through a housing crisis but we must consider the overall
amenities of a neighbourhood when designing any scheme. It is important to keep
in mind that the products we are building are homes that lie within a neighbourhood
and community.
3/ Small sites pose a unique opportunity for diversifying London’s housing market.
There are lots of small, difficult sites in London that are undesirable as investments
for big development corporations. These sites could be used to encourage and
support alternative housing models such as cohousing, community led housing or
self-build.

Speakers
Jane Briginshaw, Jane
Briginshaw Associates
David West, Studio Egret
West
Kevin Fisher, LB Camden
Roland Karthaus, Matter
Architecture
Andrew Williams, GLA
Nathan Smith, Barratt
London
Georgina Butler, Barratt
London

4/ A Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) can ensure long-term benefits for a region but
should be undertaken as a last resort. Careful consideration should be given before
opting for a CPO as it can be time consuming, expensive and fairly bureaucratic,
however, it may be the best way to guarantee the delivery of a large, complex scheme.
5/ Great attention must be given to the area-wide tenancy profile when developing
housing schemes. It is important to consider the local area and borough-wide socioeconomic and demographic context to ensure each new development helps create
diverse communities where a range of people and families can live.
6/ The launch of the Brownfield Land Register in London aims to identify and bring
forward more sites suitable for development. The publicly available Register will
disclose available brownfield land for development to encourage the delivery from a
broader range of builders for much needed homes, and promote investment in local
areas.
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Negotiation &
Project Finances
16/11/17

1/ You have more bargaining power than you might think. It is important to value your
own knowledge, your understanding of company processes and the expertise of your
colleagues as these are all aspects that can be used as ‘bargaining chips’ during
negotiations. Believe in your capabilities and back yourself up!
2/ Preparation, preparation, preparation. Never allow yourself to be backed into a
corner because of a lack of preparation. Do your research; know who you are dealing
with, who is authorised to make decisions; the most favourable outcome for all
parties and where compromise is possible so you can walk into a negotiation with a
clear mind and feeling confident.
3/ Ask questions; listen actively. Ask open questions to find out what the other party’s
underlying needs are. Understanding their needs will allow you more flexibility and
initial ‘deal breakers’ will becomes less important in the negotiation. Avoid general
assumptions and understand the reasoning behind a negotiator’s behaviour.
4/ Each negotiation context is different, but following the seven stages of negotiation
will ensure a positive outcome for everybody involved. Make sure to come prepared,
set the appropriate ‘climate’ for the meeting, understand the behaviour and the
motivation of the stakeholders involved, develop opportunities, ask for what
you want, rephrase the issue when bargaining and, crucially, know when to
close the deal!
5/ You should consider the terms and conditions of each GLA funding scheme and
choose the most appropriate scheme for your borough. GLA’s Homes for Londoners
Programme offers a range of public funding schemes such as grants, Recycled Capital
Grant Funds (RCGF) and Disposal Proceeds Funds (DPF) to cover development
costs. Ensure you are registered on GLA-OPS, a new grant and management system,
be respectful of timings and negotiate the best possible outcome for your borough.
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Speakers
Clive Rich, author
Andrew Williams, GLA

Construction
Options
06/12/17

1/ Housing delivery is a complex task that needs a multifaceted approach. Accessibility
and procurement of sites, finding a skilled construction workforce, sourcing materials
and finding funding are just some of the challenges in achieving quality housing.
This calls for an integrated approach to unlock land banks, overcome the stigma of
construction as an undesirable industry, provide training, improve supply-chains
and source alternative finance models.
2/ We need to change how we build if we want to reach the Mayor’s Zero Carbon
targets. Timber construction can dramatically reduce CO2 emissions per dwelling,
whilst cement and clay make up 64% of the CO2 emissions in the manufacturing of
construction materials.
3/ Modular and offsite building can improve design quality. Off-site construction cuts
down on managing inconsistent onsite conditions; increasing output, reducing onsite noise and allow for traffic quality testing of materials in controlled conditions.

Speakers
David Lomax, Thistleton
Waugh Architects
Andrew Jones, BPS
Surveyors
Ellie Clayton-Smith,
BPS Surveyors
Mark Williams, Hera
Management Services
Dean Rosewell,
NU living
Tom Woolley, architect
and author
Stefan Mannewitz,
Karakusevic Carson
Architects

4/ Sustainability is not skin-deep; scrutiny must be given to the full spectrum of
construction materials. Post-occupancy tests have uncovered serious health
and safety problems caused from poor-quality materials hidden within buildings.
Bio-based materials such as wool, hemp and wood fibre are great alternatives for
conventional materials, with positive environmental and health benefits, that can
also out-perform on quality and cost over conventional building materials.
5/ Alternative financial models can help improve building quality. Developers build
lowest-cost (and lowest quality) buildings in order to recoup their financial outlay
as quickly as possible. Greater access to lower-interest rate loans from private and
government investors could disrupt the housing market by allowing more people to
be involved in housing developments and stimulate greater competition for quality.
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Appendix 1:
Certificates of Commendation

All Getting Homes Built events were open to Urban
Design London’s membership. We are deeply grateful for
the positive contribution everyone made to the course
throughout the year, those who attended and those who
shared their expertise and knowledge throughout.
Our thanks to the GLA for recognising the importance of
training borough officers and for supporting the series;
providing guidance, speakers, knowledge and sharing
their expertise with us all.

Paul Dever
Erica Mason			
Robert Miller
Ben Terry
All attendees gave their time, listened and shared
experiences with others. We thank them for being part
of a huge group who want to learn how we can best
provide the homes for Londoners we need.

We also thank Barratt London who has continued to
support Urban Design London in its endeavours to raise
the design bar across London and help get homes for
Londoners built.
Those who attended all sessions and contributed to the
Getting Homes Built Coursebook receive a Certificate
of Commendation – Merit from the GLA, and their
contribution and influence are recognised here:
Danielle Ellis
Maria Hanraban		
Eshan Hussain
Suzanne Jonker
Reena Owen			
Jack Ricketts
Tim Simon
Also receiving a Certificate of Commendation for
Commitment are the following:
Sharmin Ahmed		
Michael Atkins
Colin Bannon		
Sarah Coutts
Joanna Dabrowska
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Appendix 2:
Course Attendance List

Sharmin Ahmed
Olutayo Ajoje
Souad Akbur
Ayesha Ali-Khan
Anna Allan
Dilan Alpasha
Gudrun Andrews
Nathan Ashley
Ellie Atefi
Michael Atkins
Tunde Awofolaju
Roger Ayrton
Sara Aziz
Sophie Backhouse
Karim Badawi
Tom Bagshaw
Colin Bannon
Sonia Baralic
Alexander Baretta
Polly Barker
Dominique Barnett
Louise Barr
Georgina Barretta
Gemma Bassett
Chris Bearton
Camilla Bebb
Liban Bellezza
Robin Bennett
Alice Bennett
Claire Berry
John Bevan
Shivani Bhatnagar
Lindsey Blecher
Ed Boatman
James Bolt
Allison Borden
Nicolas Bosetti
Tim Bostridge
Nick Bovaird
Conor Brady
Julia Bray
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Taylor Brenson
Phil Brogan
Natalie Broughton
Rachel Buckland
Gazi Bugoz
Michael Burdus
Scarlett Byrne
Graham Callam
Seonaid Carr
Tom Catton
Richard Cawser
Christine Celejewski
Jenny Chaplin
Emilie Charlesworth
Darshan Chatha
Gavin Chinniah
Muneni Chirinda
Spencer Clark
Elliot Clayton
Neil Cleary
Lucy Colbeck
Padraig Collins
Judith Cooke
Frederica Cooney
Sarah Coutts
Sarah Crane
Ben Crofts
Briony Curtain
Sam Cuthbert
Joanna Dabrowska
Cleo Daley-Ranger
Fran Dance
Julien Danero Iglesias
Bill Davey
Gareth Davies
Nicole De Rozario
Paul Dever
Teodora Dimitrova
Oliver Donohue
Elaine Dorricott
Michael Drake

Jessica Drew
Helen Elliot-Smith
Daniela Ellis
Robert Elvin
Melek Ergen
Heidi Euzger
Lesley Feldman
Marc Filion
Kevin Fisher
Lorraine Ford
Shannon Francis
Keith Fraser
Adelekun Funke
Rajesh Gami
James Gardner
Stephen Gee
Sarah Gentry
Kemy George
Giuliano Gianforte
Omoniyi Giwa
- Godden
Ruth Goldfeather
Nathan Goldup-John
Jack Green
Sam Greening
Matthew Gunning
Anita Gyampoh
Scott Hackner
Maria Hanrahan
Abdul Haque
Kamlesh Harris
Claire Harris
Suzy Harrison
Charlotte Harrison
Beth Havelock
Neil Hawkins
Lucy Heath
Judith Hewitt
Rob Hewson
Ellen Higginson
Sarah Hoad

Sophie Hockin
Aisling Hodson
Ophelia Holland
Rheanne Holm
Phil Howes
Anthony Hu
Taher Hussain
Eshan Hussain
Sarah Hutchinson
Liz Jaeger
Aaliyah Jaffer
Frank Johnson
Jo Johnson
Claire Jones
Doreen Jones
Dave Jones
Huw Jones
Allan Jones
Santokh Kaulder
Rajvinder Kaur
Intan Keen
Senan Kelleher
Luke Kelly
Richard Ketelle
Shanoor Khan
Leena Khatri
Rene Kiliaan
Robert Krzyszowski
Heather Lai
Stanley Lau
Sandra Lawrence
Danielle Lennon
Joanna Lesak
Emily Leslie
Lucia Liddle
Gerard Livett
Judith Loesing
Martin Lomas
Ana Lopez
Setura Mahdi
Holly Mann

Rachel Marber
Rebecca Marshall
Erica Mason
Seana Mc Caffrey
George McCullough
Conor McDonagh
Malachy McGovern
Marcus McPhillips
Charlotte McSharry
Andrew McVitty
Aleksandra Milentijevic
Christina Milette
Lauren Miller
Robert Miller
Hassan Mohamad
Cathy Molloy
Rory Moores
Fatima Moreno Viera
Charlotte Morphet
Emily Mountford
William Myers
Shams Namazie
Ellen Nicholson
Rubina Nisar
Sean O’Byrne
Robert Offord
Anne Ogundiya
Nkechi Okeke-Aru
Reena Owen
Vicky Owen
Katie Parsons
Sarah Parsons
Denisse Patten
Michael Payton
Miranda Pearce
Katherine Pelton
Russell Penn
Zuzana Piontekova
Ciara Power
Chris Pringle
Sally Prowd

Neil Pryor
Adam Ralt
Sylvia Ramos
Priya Ravindran
Robert Reeds
Keith Richmond
Jack Ricketts
Neil Robertson
Yvonne Robinson
Kenneth Rose
Tom Rumble
Joanna Rushton
Tiffany Ryan
Max Sanders
Alice Saunders
Cheryl Saverus
Sarah Scannell
Serena Scaramuzzi
Sean Scott
Lauren Sharkey
Yvonne Shaw
Jodie Sills
Tim Simon
Rosemary Slater
Maxine Slinn
Joanna Sloman
Kristina Smith
Mikyla Smith
Pratima Sood
Chris Stacey-Kinchin
Philip Stanley
Alicia Sterling
Britta Stohr
Elizabeth SutherlandThomas
Hannah Swainston
Liam Sweeney
Ben Terry
Evelyn Thomas
Katharine Thomas
Olivia Thompson

Andrew Thornley
Henry Tibihikirra
Mirona Tomala
Simon Tottle
Jo Trask
Andrew Triggs
Chris Trowell
Yoana Tulu
Joshim Uddin
Benjamin Vickers
Julian Wain
Monique Wallace
Christopher Waller
Sarah Walsh
Emily Walsh
Alan Watson
Rikki Weir
Paul White
Hannah White
Francis Whittaker
Gideon Whittingham
Joe Whitworth
Nicola Whyte
Graham Williamson
Andrew Wilson
Hamdee Yusuf
Devrim Zarif
Richard Zavitz
Agniezska Zimnicka
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